
STARTUP COSTS FOR CHOCOLATE BUSINESS PLAN

A Business Plan For starting Yummy Chocolate Company Submitted By: Group 7 The chocolate segment is
characterized by high volumes, huge expenses on.

STEP 6. Cocoa Pressing Part of cocoa mass is fed into the cocoa press which hydraulically squeezes a portion
of the cocoa butter from the cocoa mass, leaving "cocoa cakes". Remove from heat and let cool. A strong
brand will help your business stand out from competitors. It is price sensitive market. In other to continue to
be in business and grow, we must continue to sell the homemade chocolate and candies that are available in
our store which is why we will go all out to empower or sales and marketing team to deliver. Gift services
such as flower shops and fine food baskets may hire you to provide chocolates for their larger designs. Having
a support network in place to turn to during tough times is a major factor of success for new business owners.
The tools and equipment that will be used are nearly the same cost everywhere, and any difference in prices
would be minimal and can be overlooked. Properly tempered chocolate will result in a finished product that
has a glossy, smooth appearance. Raisins contain considerable amount of iron Cashew nuts provide protein
and fiber to body. If you decide to go this route, keep your capabilities in mind. Establish your Web Presence
A business website allows customers to learn more about your company and the products or services you
offer. Define your brand. STEP 4. The conching machines, called "conches", have large paddles that sweep
back and forth through the refined chocolate mass anywhere from a few hours to several days. What are the
steps to start a chocolate business? Name of the company is Yummy Chocolate. The bean colour changes to a
rich brown and the aroma of chocolate comes through. It can produce chocolates in different shapes. Our
target market is whole Gujarat. Sampling your creation helps to get consumers excited about your product
who will then spread the word for you. It is price sensitive market. When cool, add vanilla. Since our product
are plain as well as nut are added this machine is appropriate. Grinding The roasted nibs are milled through a
process that liquefies the cocoa butter in the nibs and forms cocoa mass or paste. This machine can produce kg
chocolates per hour. Yummy chocolates are high quality chocolates as they are shiny brown, breaks cleanly
and is smooth. Email You may be surprised to know that one of your favorite hobbies â€” eating candy and
chocolate, of course â€” can turn into a huge money making venture. Vision Our vision is to be the leading
manufacturer of chocolates all over India. Think About Funding The great thing about the candy business is
that you can start out very small, and then expand as your business grows. We have detailed information and
data that we were able to utilize to structure our business to attract the numbers of customers we want to
attract per time. If you operate a small kitchen, your perfect customer will value fine chocolates personally
crafted for their enjoyment and be willing to pay a premium for your treats. We should also get food process
order certificate from ministry of food processing industries and also doing as business certificate required for
our chocolate industry. Sell Events. You will charge your customers for the highest quality ingredients and the
hours spent crafting your product. Your start-up costs are determined by whether you start small in your own
kitchen or launch out in a big way with a factory and delivery trucks. Mission Statement At Chic-chic
homemade chocolate company, our mission statement is to establish a very successful homemade chocolate
venture that will break into the chocolate market in not only our town but in other major city in the United
States. The customers to whom our products will be supplied are retailers, wholesalers and traders in
Gandhidham, Adipur, Rajkot, Ahmedabad, Surat and Vadodara. We know that one of the ways of gaining
approval and winning customers over is to retail our wide range of homemade chocolates and candies a little
bit cheaper than what is obtainable in the market and we are well prepared to survive on lower profit margin
for a while. Chocolate is produced from the seed of the cacao tree. Mixing and Refining Ingredients, like
cocoa mass, sugar, cocoa butter, flavorings and powdered or condensed milk for milk chocolate are blended in
mixers to a paste with the consistency of dough for refining. We do not intend to welcome any external
business partner which is why we have decided to restrict the sourcing of the start â€” up capital to 3 major
sources.


